iTechStyle Green Circle
WE ARE PLANET FRIENDLY

iTechStyle Green Circle® - Sustainability Showcase is an initiative created
to inspire professionals and stakeholders of the Textile and Fashion
Chains to the adoption of sustainable practices in materials choice and its
transformation.
iTechStyle Green Circle® initiative is permanently monitoring Portuguese
development and production of sustainable textile materials and convokes
distinguished Portuguese designers to create outﬁts based on these
materials under the principles of eco-design, demonstrating how
sustainable solution can be trendy.
As result of the initiative, iTechStyle Green Circle® created, for the
moment, 3 different showcases, focused in 3 different main market
segments:
• Fashion
• Sports
• Home Textiles
On top of this, iTechStyle Green Circle® aims to show internationally the
excellence of Portuguese Textile and Clothing industries track record the
circular economy, namely in the domains of high performance textile
products based on recycled and recyclable ﬁbres, organic, natural and
renewable ﬁbres, ﬁnishing processes avoiding the use of chemicals, textile
materials obtained from other industries wastes, upcycling, redesign and
reuse, among others.
iTechStyle Green Circle® is an initiative of CITEVE (the Portuguese
Technological Centre for Textiles and Clothing Industries) to ASM Associação Selectiva Moda, creatively cured by Paulo Gomes.

A. Ferreira & Filhos, S.A.
Referência

composition
100% Organic Cotton
brief description
Multifunctional Baby´s Blanket - The product is distinguished by
its multi functionality:, it is a baby blanket that has 3 distinct
features, depending on the child's growth: - Blanket with pocket to
put the baby to sleep in a cot, sofa, carrycot and others. It can also
be used as Backpack and Poncho when the baby is older.
sustainability evidences
GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard) – Oeko-Tex Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Home textiles + Fashion
designer
Company own creation

contacts
www.aferﬁ.com
Cátia Relvas
catiarelvas@aferﬁ.com

A. Sampaio & Filhos - Têxteis S.A.
66716

composition
80% WO merino/ 20% PA biodegradável
brief description
Garment created with Knitted fabric that combines the excellent
natural properties of merino wool with the added elasticity and
mechanical strength provided by the polyamide ﬁbre. In this case,
this combination is achieved by an intimate blend of ﬁbres, which
gives the mesh a reﬁned ﬁnal look, as well as an excellent touch.
The great innovation of this fabric is that the synthetic component
was designed to be biodegradable in an industrial landﬁll
environment (anaerobic decomposition).
sustainability evidences
Company certiﬁed STeP by OEKO-TEX® - sustainable textile
production (certiﬁcate nº 16000164)
application ﬁeld
Fashion + Athleisure
designer
Ana Salazar - @anasalazarmyway
awards
TOP TEN ISPO TEXTRENDS 2022/23

contacts
www.asampaio.pt
Miguel Mendes
miguel.mendes@asampaio.pt

A. Sampaio & Filhos - Têxteis S.A.
65952

composition
100% CO organic GOTS
brief description
Macro-pique structure, in which a thin thread of organic cotton is
used in a thick set, resulting in a comfortable knitwear for winter
and with a structured look normally found in ﬁner knits.
sustainability evidences
Company certiﬁed STeP by OEKO-TEX® - sustainable textile
production (certiﬁcate nº 16000164)
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Katty Xiomara - @kattyxiomara_ofﬁcial

contacts
www.asampaio.pt
Miguel Mendes
miguel.mendes@asampaio.pt

A. Sampaio & Filhos - Têxteis S.A.
65952

designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.asampaio.pt
Miguel Mendes
miguel.mendes@asampaio.pt

Allcost – Têxteis para Hotelaria, Lda.
-

composition
100% Hemp / Garment Dyed
50% Hemp / 50% Organic Cotton / Garment Dyed
brief description
Garment produced with 2 different materials. Both fabrics
Garment dyed. Hemp, the most ecological textile ﬁber in the
world, is eco-friendly, hypoallergenic, breathable,
thermoregulatory, durable and easy to care for.
The blend Hemp + Organic Cotton - considered the two most
ecological ﬁbres, results in lighter and softer fabrics over time, in
addition to being hypoallergenic, as there are no chemicals and
artiﬁcial irritants in their cultivation.
Allcost products stand out for their differentiation and their
contribution to sustainability.
sustainability evidences
Company certiﬁed ISO 14001 for the environmental management
(certiﬁcate nº PT19/06884); ISO 9001
application ﬁeld
Home textiles
designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.allcost.pt
Mauryn Schirmer
mauryn@allcost.pt

Allcost – Têxteis para Hotelaria, Lda.
-

composition
Jacquard 100% Linen / Garment Wash
brief description
Garment made based on products in Jacquard Linen. This
material stands out for its aesthetic differentiation, rich in natural
and healthy beneﬁts. Linen is antistatic and hypoallergenic,
allowing the skin to maintain natural pH levels, ideal for people
with sensitive skin. Promotes comfort, thermoregulation and
moisture management.
Linen is a soft, smooth and strong fabric, with a guarantee of long
durability in addition to being biodegradable.
sustainability evidences
Company certiﬁed ISO 14001 for the environmental management
(certiﬁcate nº PT19/06884); ISO 9001
designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.allcost.pt
Mauryn Schirmer
mauryn@allcost.pt

António Manuel de Sousa, Lda
SEAQUAL Quality Begonia print LEM 541

composition
100% Recycled Polyester Seaqual
brief description
Garment made with ties in 100% Recycled Polyester – Sequal.
The polyester SEAQUAL is made by recycling the plastic collected
from the bottom of the sea.
In this way, we combine the reuse of raw materials with the
continuous concern for environmental preservation. Re-use the
plastic collected from the oceans
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.antoniomanueldesousa.pt
Ana Sousa
anasousa@antoniomanueldesousa.pt

Artfulness Unipessoal, Lda
Printed fabric with botanical printing

composition
Organic Cotton and Linen
brief description
Printed fabric with botanical printing
Trousers: Linen / Coat: Organic Cotton
The printing technique is from Medium Print, an advanced
method of botanical printing. The article is innovative once each
ﬁnished piece is unique and completely harmless to the
environment.
We are currently receiving guidance from Cearte with regard to
our orientation towards the medium-high market that prefers an
exclusive product, with handmade dyeing and modern and unique
design, linked to nature, through Eco dyeing and textile dyeing
with plant and environmentally friendly cheeks.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Roselyn Silva - @roselyn_silva

contacts
www.susananeto.com
Susana Neto
ines@artfulness.eu

Benedita Formosinho
3

composition
Bunho and Pinatex
brief description
Bag made with BUNHO - indigenous ancestral material from
Portugal, caught in the rivers and worked by artisans who tell a
story of generations and PINATEX - innovative material from a
ﬁbre extracted from pineapple leaves, a by-product of Philippine
agriculture. Both are natural and sustainable materials, very
durable, do not contain animal products and chemicals and
provide income to local communities. Bag developed following the
principles of circular economy and cultural values.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Benedita Formosinho

contacts
www.beneditaformosinho.com
Perpétua Formosinho
beneditaformosinho@gmail.com

Bergand by Gulbena
T-shirt and short

composition
T-Shirt - Main Fabric: 95% recycled polyester NEWLIFE, 5%
elastane;
Encaixes mesh: 73% recycled polyamide, 27% elastane.
Short - Main fabric: 79% recycled polyamide ECONYL, 21%
elastane;
Side inserts: 73% recycled polyamide, 27% elastane.
brief description
Light and breathable, antibacterial and UV treatments, excellent
for running and high intensity sports. Side inserts in recycled
mesh for greater breathability. Bonded seams, comfortable and
aerodynamic ﬁt.
Versatile, can be used as swimwear, chlorine and abrasion
resistant.
sustainability evidences
GRS
application ﬁeld
Athleisure
designer
Company own creation

contacts
www.bergand.com
Helena Garcia
helena.garcia@gulbena.com

Bloomati by Carvema
IPR.070.0166 | FIT.071.0168

composition

IPR.070.0166: 70% Viscose Ecovero, 25% Rec Polyamide, 5% Elastane
FIT.071.0168: 65% Lyocell, 32% Organic Cotton, 3% Elastane

brief description
Interlock fabric made with sustainable and recycled ﬁbers and
ﬁnished with “Cool Summer Touch”, which adds to the fabric a
very soft, fresh touch and an effect of sophistication and
gracefulness.
American Fleece fabric made with sustainable and organic ﬁbers
and ﬁnished with “Cool Summer Touch”, which adds to the fabric
a very soft, fresh touch and an effect of sophistication and
gracefulness.
sustainability evidences
Fabric made with Viscose Ecovero, a ﬁber with a low
environmental impact and recycled polyamide and with an
OEKO-TEX certiﬁed ﬁnish.
Fabric made with organic cotton and Lyocell which is a cellulose
ﬁber and with an OEKO-TEX certiﬁed ﬁnish.
application ﬁeld
It is ideal for any kind of outerwear.
designer
Welica Cordeiro - @welica_cordeiro

contacts
www.bloomati.com
Alice Sampaio
sales@bloomati.com

Brandbias
2020

composition
100% rPET 2Life | 100% Organic Cotton Waterproof
brief description
This set is 100% sustainable using 2nd life PES mesh and fleece
and Organic Cotton. The zippers used are Natulon by YKK which
are also sustainable. Streetwear Nomads are a growing group of
consumers that want to look cool and are very aware of the
environmental concerns. No seasonal items are a new trend
having in mind a conscious type of consumer that will reduce the
buying and extend the life of each garment. Sustainable is cool!
sustainability evidences
Company certiﬁed STeP by OEKO-TEX® - sustainable textile
production (certiﬁcate nº 16000580). Global Organic Textile
Standard (Certiﬁcate No: CU1004093GOTS-2019-00021172)
application ﬁeld
Athleisure
designer
Company own creation

contacts
www.brandbias.com
Gonçalo Serra
goncalo.serra@brandbias.com

Coltec – Neves & Companhia, Lda
-

composition
Têxtil: 87% Recycled Cotton / 13% Recycled PES
Membrane 100% PES
brief description
Skirt made with bed mattress cover. Breathable and waterproof
textile structure.
The ﬁbres used in the construction of the textile structure are
recycled with GRS certiﬁcates, and the membrane is
manufactured with a BCC> 18%, which means that more than
18% of the carbon present in the manufacturing process comes
from renewable resources.
sustainability evidences
GRS (Global Recycled Standard)
designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.coltec.pt
Francisco Fernandes
francisco.fernandes@coltec.pt

Cork-A-Tex New Generation Yarns, Lda
1012

composition
80% Mattress wastes / 20% Polypropylene and other ﬁbres
brief description
Garment produced by a fabric that comes from the junction of a
cork industry waste with natural cotton ﬁbre, incorporating the
natural properties of cork in the jacquard fabric, such as anti-dust
mites, antibacterial, ﬁre resistance and sound insulation.
application ﬁeld
Home textiles + Fashion
designer
João Feitor - @dyst_brand

contacts
www.cork-a-tex.com
Mariana Barbosa
mariana.barbosa@cork-a-tex.com

Ditchil
0077800787

composition
78% REC PA 22% EA
brief description
Made of regenerated Nylon ECONYL®, which has an excellent
recovery power and a perfect muscle compression, in order to
decrease the production of lactic acid, thus increasing the faster
recovery of energy.
Soft and skin-friendly, compact and breathable, it is also highly
protective against UV rays (UPF 50+).
sustainability evidences
MADE IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX®
application ﬁeld
Athleisure
designer
Company own creation

contacts
www.ditchil.com
Vânia Cardoso
vania@ditchil.com

Estamparia Adalberto
Tomorrowl ab - Bio001

composition
100% Modal Micro technology
brief description
This soft touch garment has ad-protect anti-viral technology that
is unique in the world, with results against covid-19.This product
was developed with a 100%biodegradable fleece from Modal
Micro technology, made of wood harvested in the forests of
Austria in a sustainable way.
This product was developed by the ad-tech innovation department
of Adalberto. This garment consumes about 9x less water than an
equivalent piece of cotton. The anti-viral technology is
100%biodegradable and does not release particles into the
environment,0% heavy metals.
sustainability evidences
ISO 9001; GOTS- Global Organic Textile Standard; OCS 100 Organic Content Standard; BCI- Better Cotton Initiative; OEKO-TEX
Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion, Athleisure
designer
Company Own Creation

contacts
www.adalberto.pt e www.adtech.pt
Hugo Miranda
hmiranda@adalberto.pt

Gulbena
PQ 816 PRY

composition
100%RECYCLED PES (NewLife)
brief description
Fabric made with high performance recycled polyester yarn, made
from post-consumer plastic bottles collected in northern Italy.
sustainability evidences
GRS
application ﬁeld
Fashion, Athleisure
designer
Alves/Gonçalves - @m.alves.goncalves

contacts
www.gulbena.com
Raquel Pereira
raquel.pereira@gulbena.com

Heliotextil, S.A.
SustainableMasks

brief description
Masks made of certiﬁed sustainable materials and entirely
produced in EU (Portugal).
Made to order, avoiding waste. Fully customizable, using 3D
personalization tools.
No sews, fully adjustable and comfortable. Patent Pending.
B2B through exclusive partners designs and concepts by
SustainableMasks.
B2C through local networks.
The mask as a nowadays accessory.

contacts
www.sustainablemasks.eu
Alberto Pacheco
m.alberto.pacheco@heliotextil.com

IMPETUS
TOP+Legging

composition
TOP+Legging
Composition: Polyamide ﬁber with natural caffeine and retinol
particles, Recycled polyamide microﬁber, Elastane, metallized
ﬁber.
Finishing: Shea butter - obtained from the seed of the shea tree
common in West Africa.
Properties: Cell regeneration & anti-aging, Skin moisturizer,
Stimulates collagen, Anti cellulite, Graduated compression &
improves blood circulation.
COAT
Composition: Outer layer - recycled polyamide, elastane; Inner
layer - lyocell (Tencel), elastane, digital printing.
Textile ﬁnishes: Easy-care.
Performance: Smooth touch, Feeling of freshness, Reversible.
brief description
This set is 100% sustainable using 2nd life PES mesh and fleece
and Organic Cotton. The zippers used are Natulon by YKK which
are also sustainable. Streetwear Nomads are a growing group of
consumers that want to look cool and are very aware of the
environmental concerns. No seasonal items are a new trend
having in mind a conscious type of consumer that will reduce the
buying and extend the life of each garment. Sustainable is cool!
application ﬁeld
Athleisure
designer
Company own creation

contacts
www.impetus.pt
Juliana Cruz
jcruz@impetus.pt

Inovaﬁl - Fiação S.A.
2972

composition
100% Inﬁnited Fibre
linear mass
Ne 30/1
brief description
100% Inﬁnited Fibre yarn based on cellulosic ﬁbres (cellulose
carbamate) where all cellulose comes from post-consumer textile
waste, cardboard, agricultural waste, etc. The result of a
partnership between Inovaﬁl and a Finnish company “Inﬁnited
Fiber Company”. This yarn presents itself as a future alternative to
cotton, fully recycled. Compared to cotton, this innovative
development consumes only 50 litters of water / kg (vs. 20000
litters), reduces CO2 emissions by more than 80%, making more
land available for cultivation. Likewise, no toxic chemicals are
used in the production process and the afﬁnity for dyeing is
30-40% higher compared to cotton or viscose. It can be recycled
several times, without compromising the ﬁnal quality.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.inovaﬁl.pt
Rui Martins
nidyarn@inovaﬁl.pt

JOAPS – Malhas
MAPL206461

composition
71%Organic Cotton / 27%Recycled Polyester / 2% Ea
weight (g/m2)
335 Grsm2
brief description
Velour Fantasy with transparent stripes, soft and stretch
sustainability evidences
GOTS certiﬁcation (Certiﬁcate nº
CU1000513GOTS-2019-00013884)
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Bruno Feliciano - @bruno.feliciano

contacts
www.joaps.pt
Carla Araújo
marketing@joaps.pt

JOAPS – Malhas
MAJR206314

composition
80% Recycled Polyester/ 20% Hemp
weight (g/m2)
345 Grsm2
brief description
Jersey Lourd almost a tricot. very soft and easy care.
sustainability evidences
GOTS certiﬁcation (Certiﬁcate nº
CU1000513GOTS-2019-00013884)
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Constança Entrudo - @constança_entrudo

contacts
www.joaps.pt
Carla Araújo
marketing@joaps.pt

Lameirinho Indústria Textil S.A.
ECOLAM

composition
Fabric: 100 % Cotton - 50 % recycled + Filling: 100% Polyester
brief description
Garment produced with fabric “ECOLAM”, which consists of
creating a vast collection of fabrics for Home Textiles, produced
with recycled thread.
The yarn is produced from waste came from the production
(cutting remains). We collect waste, which is shredded and spun,
and reintegrated into the production process as a raw material.
sustainability evidences
Fabric certiﬁed GOTS (Certiﬁcate No:
CU812190GOTS-2019-00007767)
Fairtrade standards and FLOCERT certiﬁcation for cotton
products (nº FLO ID 39500).
Company certiﬁed ISO 14001 for the environmental management
(certiﬁcate nº 2003/AMB.135) + OHSAS 18001 for the
occupational health & safety management (certiﬁcate nº
2003/SST.0019) +
application ﬁeld
Home Textile
designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.lameirinho.pt
Etelvina Santos
etelvina.lameirinho@gmail.com

LMA - Leandro Manuel Araújo, S.A.
P0017/19 CD

composition
75% Pes; 25% Acetato
weight (g/m2)
220 g/m2
brief description
Made of cellulose, a natural and organic compound, this fabric is
recyclable, durable, easy to work with, and breathable. Its unique,
gentle properties as well as their dimensional stability make them
optimal to be used for top quality products in the fashion and high
tech sports.
Greencel Yarn is environmentally friendly in its origin, its process,
and its ﬁnal product as well.
Committed to offering an excellent product while still being
respectful of the planet’s resources, our process is:
non-hazardous and environmentally friendly. Very low water
consumption
sustainability evidences
LMA/Greencel Concept
OEKO-TEX
application ﬁeld
Fashion + Techno-fashion +Athleisure
designer
Nuno Velez - @nunovelez_world

contacts
www.lma.pt
Alexandra Araújo
alitecno@lma.pt

LMA - Leandro Manuel Araújo, S.A.
P0552/20

composition
40% Tencel; 30% Merino Wool Org; 30% Bio Pa
weight (g/m2)
150 g/m2
brief description
Garment created with a knitted fabric made with ORGANIC WOOL,
Biodegradable Polyamide and Tencel.
Wooll is an organic ﬁbre and it has inherent characteristics that
make it renewable and biodegradable.
‘Organic wool’, means that the material has been farmed, without
chemicals, including commonly used veterinary medicines such
as preventative treatments against lice and flies and internal
parasites.
Amni Soul Eco® is eliminated from the planet in about 5 years,
whilst other ﬁbres take decades to decompose.
Like other biodegradable products, once it is in the landﬁll, breaks
down into organic matter (biomass) and biogas; both of these can
then be exploited as new environmental resources as well as
being used to cogenerate electricity.
TENCEL™ cellulosic ﬁbres of botanic origin deﬁne a new standard
of sustainability and natural comfort. Maintain environmental
balance by being integrated into nature´s cycle.
sustainability evidences
OEKO-TEX Standard 100
application ﬁeld
Fashion + Athleisure
designer
Welica Cordeiro - @welica_cordeiro

contacts
www.lma.pt
Alexandra Araújo
alitecno@lma.pt

LMA - Leandro Manuel Araújo, S.A.
-

designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.lma.pt
Alexandra Araújo
alitecno@lma.pt

Marita Setas Unipessoal, Lda.
141.2020

composition
Cork-a-Tex yarn
brief description
Shoes made up of cork textile (cotton backing) and traditional
handmade weaving from Terceira Island, Azores, produced with
Cork-a-tex (cork and cotton thread). The interior of this shoe is
made of vegan microﬁber and has crepe soles (95% natural
rubber)
sustainability evidences
UPA
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Company own creation

contacts
www.maritamoreno.com
Marita Setas Ferro
info@maritamoreno.com

Mundotêxtil - Indústrias Têxteis SA
Recircle 834

composition
100% Cotton
brief description
Recircle collection. Garment made with 100% cotton terry towels,
made from 50% cotton waste from our process.
The Recircle collection, aims the development of innovative and
more sustainable terry based on principles of circular economy,
involving the use of ﬁbrous waste, allowing a more sustainable
production with the reduction of waste generated in the process ,
the reduction in the amount of raw materials used and the
consumption of resources, contributing to the SDG 2030 Agenda.
sustainability evidences
ISO 9001, NP 4457, OEKO-TEX Standard 100, GOTS
application ﬁeld
Hometextiles
designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.mundotextil.pt
Joana Oliveira
joana.oliveira@mundotextil.pt

NGS Malhas
JL140COORSED28

composition
70%CO ORGANIC 30%SILK
brief description
A luxury mix with a great hand feel
sustainability evidences
With this amazing mix we have the beneﬁts of the organic cotton,
no toxic chemicals are used in the growing. It doesn’t damage the
soil, has less impact on the air, and uses 88% less water and 62%
less energy and the luxury touch of pure silk.
application ﬁeld
Athleisure; Fashion
designer
Manifesto Moda

contacts
www.ngs-malhas.com
Nuno Cunha
nuno.cunha@ngsmalhas.pt

Pé de Chumbo
Color Splashes

composition
Cotton
brief description
Garment made with wastes from the garment production, using
unique handmade processes, created by Pé de Chumbo, such as
wastes from the cutting process, yarns and fabric leftovers and
other resources not used by the industrial textile process.
Mixing fabrics, yarns, and transparencies with different textures,
creates contrasts of materials and colours, highlighting the details
of each piece, is the aim of the designer.
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Company own creation by Alexandra Oliveira

contacts
www.pedechumbo.pt
Inês Alves
ines@pedechumbo.pt

Polopiqué
6952 – 662E0

composition
71% CV ECOVERO 22% PA 7% EL
brief description
High recovery taffeta, ideal for athleisure articles with anti-allergic
probiotic ﬁnish. It can also be used in Hometextiles.
sustainability evidences
OEKO-TEX100 / GOTS / OCS / RCS / BCI
application ﬁeld
Athleisure
designer
David Catalán - @_davidcatalan

contacts
www.polopique.pt
Dany Gomes
dany.gomes@polopique.pt

Polopiqué
O228

composition
92% CO GOTS, 8% PES
brief description
Organic fabric with ecological membrane based in oil extracted
from the castor bean. Non-porous, waterproof and breathable
membrane. The article have barrier property, thermal stability,
water proofness, windproofness, detergent resistance,
environmental and recyclable properties.
sustainability evidences
OEKO-TEX STANDARD 100 / GOTS / OCS / RCS / BCI
application ﬁeld
Athleisure
designer
Carla Teixeira

contacts
www.polopique.pt
Dany Gomes
dany.gomes@polopique.pt

RDD Textiles, Lda.
000152

composition
60% SOYA ( from Waste) + 20% CLY SEACELL + 20% HEMP
brief description
An innovative composition of 3 alternative, eco-conscious natural
ﬁbres whose properties promote comfort, health and well-being.
The product has therapeutic beneﬁts, such as anti-bacterial effect,
UV protection, and cell regeneration. Note the softness to the
touch, the quality of draping, lightness and silky shine. Soya ﬁbre
provides easy care characteristics and the hemp ﬁbre the
durability.
application ﬁeld
Fashion + Athleisure
designer
Dino Alves - @dino_alves_eu

contacts
www.rddtextiles.pt
Dolores Gouveia
dolores.gouveia@rddtextiles.pt

Riopele Têxteis S.A.
958

composition
100% Cotton (25% recycled cotton)
brief description
Following a concept of “the best of waste”, this cellulosic ﬁbre
fabric was dyed using dyes extracted from natural resources such
as pomegranate peel. These natural dyes have antimicrobial
properties, giving a new approach to fabric functionalization.
sustainability evidences
Company certiﬁed ISO 14001 for the environmental management
(certiﬁcate nº 2006/AMB.0287) + OHSAS 18001 for the
occupational health & safety management (certiﬁcate nº
2006/SST.0107) + SA8000 for the social responsibility (certiﬁcate
nº IND17.2054) + STeP by OEKO-TEX® - sustainable textile
production (certiﬁcate nº 16000579); GRS (Global Recycled
Standard)
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Company own creation by Nuno Baltazar - @nunobaltazarstudio

contacts
www.riopele.pt
Ângela Teles
angela.teles@riopele.pt

J Malas
Double Life

composition
Leather upcycling and interior lining from recycling garments
brief description
The differentiation is the use of leather derived from upcycling,
that is, skin at the end of its life in factories. Recycling of garments
in the lining. Upcycling and recycling help stop the emergence of a
new cycle of animal slaughter and material treatment
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Susana Figueiredo

contacts
www.jmalas.com
Susana Figueiredo
jmalasgeometricas@gmail.com

Têxteis Penedo, S.A.
1011

composition
85% CO recycled pre-consumer, 15% Alpaca
brief description
Junction of noble and expensive ﬁbres with recycled materials.
Garment produced with jacquard blankets for decoration or
warming. The cotton yarns used in the blanket was made with
pre-consumer cotton wastes.
sustainability evidences
Yarn certiﬁed GRS (certiﬁcate nº CU851680GRS-2019-00007472)
Company certiﬁed STeP by OEKO-TEX® - sustainable textile
production (certiﬁcate nº 16000018)
application ﬁeld
Home Textile
designer
Manifesto Moda - @modamanifesto

contacts
www.tpenedo.pt
Sandra Ventura
sandra.ventura@tpenedo.pt

Tintex Textiles, S.A.
5647ND01

composition
100% Organic Cotton
brief description
Garment created with knitted fabric. Natural extract-based dyeing
technology - the perfect arrangement of sustainability and
uniqueness. Also a new-tech hybrid ﬁnish that delivers neat and
clean surfaces with more reﬁned, smart touches that range from
a subtle sheen to glowing velvet ﬁnishes and semi matt optics plummy by Tintex. This process allows having 30% savings in
dyestuffs and makes the garments very long lasting and durable
and it is a certiﬁed ﬁnishing technology. This technology also
focuses on its environmental impact, due to the elimination of
potentially toxic effluents generated by synthetic dyestuffs, the
use of low temperatures on the dyeing process and the
substitution of traditional auxiliaries with natural occurring
alternatives.
sustainability evidences
Company certiﬁed ISO 14001 for the environmental management
(certiﬁcate nº PT17/05995) + Bluesign® system partner (nº
SPMT 024.405-22669) + STeP by OEKO-TEX® - sustainable textile
production (certiﬁcate nº 15000512)
application ﬁeld
Fashion + Athleisure
designer
Cristina Barradas - @cristina.barradas

contacts
www.tintextextiles.com/pt
Ana Eusébio
ana.eusebio@tintextextiles.com

Tintex Textiles, S.A.
4691TC

composition
91%Cotton / 9%Elastane
weight (g/m2)
280
brief description
B.CorkTM - Coating focused on the concept of circular economy,
developed based on the use of waste from the cork industry. Cork
has ideal characteristics for clothing, conferring different types of
characteristics such as waterproofness, breathability, high
resistance, low density and thermal conductivity. This coating,
with a cotton substrate, guarantees versatility at the aesthetic
level since it allows cork waste to be dyed with the desired color
that may or may not correspond to the color of the used
substrate. A unique technology, where the used products are
water-based, and the solvents do not have any toxic components.
In this way, we combine the reuse of raw materials with the
continuous concern for environmental preservation.
sustainability evidences
Company certiﬁed ISO 14001 for the environmental management
(certiﬁcate nº PT17/05995) + Bluesign® system partner (nº
SPMT 024.405-22669) + STeP by OEKO-TEX® - sustainable textile
production (certiﬁcate nº 15000512)
application ﬁeld
Fashion + Hometextiles
designer
Gina Barros - @gi_mbarros

contacts
www.tintextextiles.com/pt
Ana Eusébio
ana.eusebio@tintextextiles.com

Troﬁcolor
3

composition
CORT.ZIWAY - Article 100% polyester
AMADOR - 50% recycled cotton
HITACHI) - Article composed of hemp
brief description
Women’s outﬁt made with the following fabrics:
(CORT.ZIWAY) - Article 100% polyester, with open structure, light
and ideal to match with other fabrics. It is one of the fabrics in the
Upcycling range, from old collections that has been recreated for
current trends.
G1 (AMADOR) - 50% recycled cotton - pre consumer with GRS
certiﬁcation. It is a resistant and versatile denim, with a unique
colour achieved by the high percentage of recycled ﬁbre.
G1 (HITACHI) - Article composed of hemp – vegetable ﬁbre used
in the past in the sails of Portuguese ships. Selvedge denim
distinguished by its extreme resistance, durability and
breathability. Rustic appearance with the well-known red bands on
the selvedge ideally used for different details.
sustainability evidences
GOTS; OCS; GRS; RCS; Oeko-Tex Standard 100 Class I and Class
II, NP EN ISO 9001:2015; BCI member
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Inês Torcato - @inês.torcato

contacts
www.troﬁcolor.com
Vera Vieira
vera@troﬁcolor.com

Troﬁcolor

Functional Coat with double face

brief description
Man's outﬁt made with the following fabrics:
S7 (FRIES) - Article 100% organic cotton with GOTS certiﬁcation,
with wide spine structure, natural colour comfortable to use, even
without additional washing cycles.
G1 (AMADOR) - Article composed of 50% recycled cotton - pre
consumer with GRS certiﬁcation. It is a resistant and versatile
denim, with a unique colour characteristic given by the high
percentage of recycled ﬁbre.
G1 (HITACHI) - Article composed of hemp - ﬁbre vegetable origin
that in the past was used in the sails of Portuguese ships.
Selvedge denim distinguished by its extreme resistance, durability
and breathability. Rustic appearance with the well-known red
bands on the selvedge, ideally used for different details.
sustainability evidences
GOTS; GRS; Oeko-Tex Standard 100, NP EN ISO 9001:2015
application ﬁeld
Fashion
designer
Inês Torcato - @inês.torcato

contacts
www.troﬁcolor.com
Vera Vieira
vera@troﬁcolor.com

Unifardas
Poli

composition
65% Recycled Polyester (rPet) 35% Lyocell
brief description
“Poli” is a multifunctional garment that can be adapted to the
various activities within the hotel and catering industry, through its
transformation into different uses and functionalities.
The coordinate consists of a jumpsuit and a top of a bib, which
allows the transformation to a reversible apron. It was created for
workers who need to be versatile and innovative.
sustainability evidences
ISO 9001
application ﬁeld
Fashion / Corporatewear
designer
Company own creation

contacts
www.unifardas.pt
Susana Andrade e Tatiana Ribeiro
design2@unifardas.pt

